Mr. Michael Cain  
Owner  
The Original Kuma’s Corner  
2900 West Belmont Avenue  
Chicago, Illinois 60618  

Dear Mr. Cain:

It is with great pride that I write this letter congratulating Kuma’s Corner’s Kuma Burger on being named the country’s top beef patty combo by The Daily Meal.

Restaurants such as Kuma’s Corner have played an integral role in making Chicago an international culinary destination, and I cannot thank you enough for all of your hard work and dedication. Chicago’s exciting restaurant and culinary community not only enhances the quality of life for the citizens of Chicago, but also sustains cultural presence we have throughout the world. Kuma’s Corner has served both residents and visitors, and continues Chicagoland’s great culinary tradition.

Again, congratulations and thank you for all that you do to make Chicago the world class city that it is.

Sincerely,

Rahm Emanuel  
Mayor